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Abstract: The mining industry is interested in tele-operation systems to remove mining operators from hazardous or
inconvenient environments while providing them with enough sensory information such that their efficiency is maintained
or even enhanced. Similar systems are also used to provide collaboration and assistance in remote problem solving
situations, including emergency scenarios. The increased availability of high-speed wired and wireless data networks is
promoting the use of immersive environments, but there is not enough evidence yet to support whether such environments
significantly improve the field-tested performance of tele-operation systems or not. We are interested in investigating a
mixed-presence, tele-operation scenario involving an offsite operator remotely operating a robot as well as an onsite
operator co-located with the robot. These scenarios are common in industry, yet poorly researched. We have conducted a
trial to explore the effects of immersion on operator spatial awareness, sense of presence and satisfaction, in a mixed
presence tele-operation scenario. This paper presents the results of our trial using a panoramic display system that
provides some level of immersion. However, unlike virtual environments it provides an immersive view using video of a
real remote space. The outcome of our work provides a first step in the exploration of cost effective technologies of
potential value to the mining industry.

Keywords: Tele-operation, tele-collaboration, remote operation, immersion, panoramic displays, presence, measures, survey
and route knowledge.
INTRODUCTION
In the developed world, surface and underground mining
practices have continued to advance over the years, resulting
in steady improvements in safety and performance. In the
U.S., mining was the single most dangerous industry in
2001, with 23.5 deaths per 100,000 workers [1]. By 2009,
this figure had dropped nearly by half to 12.7 deaths per
100,000 workers [2]. As a stark contrast, in developing
countries such as China, deaths in the mining industry
remain staggeringly high. In 2004, 28 miners died in the US,
while 6027 mining-related deaths were recorded in China [3,
4]. Only part of this difference can be attributed to the
comparatively larger scale of production in China. The lower
rate of death in the U.S. can also be attributed to a higher
focus on safety systems and access to improved mining
practices and equipment.
However, even with access to better standards and technologies, disaster can still strike. This has been brought into recent
focus with the tragic loss of 29 miners at the Pike River incident
in New Zealand [5]. Such incidents highlight the dangers
inherent to mining where humans are still required to be in close
proximity to such repetitive, dangerous and dirty processes.
As part of its Minerals Down Under flagship (MDU), the
Commonwealth Science and Industrial Research Organisation
(CSIRO) aims to design and evaluate technologies for
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tele-operation and tele-collaboration that improve safety and
performance in the mining industry [6].
Tele-operation systems extend a person’s sensing and
manipulation capability to a remote location to control a
piece of equipment or a larger process [7, 8]. Telecollaboration systems focus on supporting interactions
between geographically distributed individuals or groups to
achieve common goals [9].
The challenge shared in both systems is to provide
sufficient information to the operator so that the physical
separation does not impact on task efficiency. As an added
difficulty in the mining industry (or any other industrial
environment), operators must be able to maintain this
efficiency over an entire shift, on systems that are running 24
hours a day for much of the working year.
Tele-presence, or more simply presence, is the ideal state
that an operator can achieve such that the person feels
physically present at the remote site [7, 8]. Interactions with
tele-presence systems can be described in terms of
immersion, both physical (or sensory) and mental [10].
Sherman et al. in [10] also links mental immersion, or the
state of being deeply engaged as having a sense of presence
within an environment.
The goal of immersion is the ability to mislead one’s
senses so as to reinforce the illusion of being somewhere
other than one’s physical location [11]. In the case of a large
flat-screen LCD or a 4-metre, hemispherical dome the
presence is defined as perceptual illusion of non-mediation.
This occurs when the user fails to perceive the existence of a
medium and reacts as if the medium were not there. The
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most common method of measuring presence is postexperimental report based on questionnaries.
The degree of presence experienced by the user may
influence the users’ task performance. In order to achieve a
high-level of presence, user interactions with such systems
should be natural, efficient and appropriate to the task goals
[12].

flat-screen display in a mixed presence tele-operation
scenario. Would an offsite operator be able to better
determine where the robot is in relation to the remote site on
a panoramic display? Would a panoramic display system
provide users with better depth cues to help them build a
better spatial awareness? Would an offsite operator feel more
present in the remote location using a panoramic display?
In conducting this trial, we hypothesised the following:

Sacau et al. [13] reviewed the role of individual factors in
presence. According to them if presence is a subjective
mental phenomenon, psychological factors must have an
important role on it. Their review showed that, even though
many authors claim about the need for a better understanding
about this relation, empirical evidence is still very limited.

Hypothesis 1: Spatial awareness scores of offsite
operators will be higher in the panoramic dome display
condition than in the flat LCD screen display condition. This
should be reflected in path memory.

A number of studies have established that the greater
spatial presence in highly immersive environments such as a
Cave system does translate in quantifiable improvement in
user performance [14], when compared with desktop display
and lower immersive system such as HMD (Head Mounted
Display). Gruchalla [15] compared a CAVE with a desktop
for an oil well path planning application, Arns et al. [14]
compared a CAVE with a desktop for the statistical
visualisation tool, and the two studies report the superiority
of the CAVE system.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Other studies explored the benefits of one particular
media. Arthur explored the effects of field of view in a HMD
[16] and Barfield et al. [17] reports on the effects of head
tracking and stereoscopy on spatial understanding.
All of these studies have compared the performance of
these environments using generated virtual worlds as
opposed to a video view of the real world.
Alem’s [18] work shows how tele-collaboration systems
that create video mediated spaces induce a sense of presence.
Alem investigates the sense of physical presence a specialist
doctor experiences when engaged in a remote consultation a
video based tele-health system. The sense of co-presence is
also investigated in the context of a video based
collaboration system in which users are jointly building a
piece of lego toy.
While Cave systems are effective, they are also very
costly to deploy. Industry is seeking efficient and cost
effective solutions. One promising technology is panoramic
display systems as they provide a large field of view and
some level of immersion at a much lower cost than a CAVE.
In this paper we investigate the value of a panoramic
display system in supporting a mixed presence tele-operation
scenario. These scenarios involve an offsite operator
remotely operating a robot as well as an onsite operator colocated with the robot. These mixed presence tele-operation
scenarios are common in industry, yet poorly researched. We
present in this paper the trial we have conducted to explore
the effects a panoramic display system has on operator
spatial awareness, sense of presence and satisfaction, in a
mixed presence tele-operation scenario.
RESEARCH
QUESTIONS

OBJECTIVE

AND

RESEARCH

Our research question is whether there are any tangible
benefits to the use of a panoramic display over using a

Hypothesis 2: Subjective measures of presence will be
higher for the panoramic dome display condition than in the
flat LCD screen display condition. This should be reflected
in scores for the question “I felt that my partner and I were at
the same location”.
The present experiments were carried out at the CSIRO’s
Queensland Centre for Advanced Technologies (QCAT) in
Brisbane, Australia. The investigations concerned remote
collaboration scenarios. Therefore the experiment was
carried out mutually in two different locations (a) an on-site
and (b) an off-site location.
On-Site Location
A remotely controlled vehicle called the Phoenix was
deployed for the on-site component, and was situated
outdoors in the QCAT grounds. The Phoenix is a skid-steer
unmanned ground vehicle that was originally designed to
convey information on the condition of underground mines
during hazardous situations (then known as the Numbat). In
our case, it was used to assist an operator performing a task
out in the field (please refer to the next section for task
details). The Numbat was developed in the early 1990’s by
CSIRO following the Moura mine explosion in 1986 and it
has a long and illustrious career of mine exploration and as a
platform for sensor technology and algorithm development
[19, 20]. The Phoenix, as shown in Fig. (1), is an eightwheeled vehicle with a base measuring 2.5 x 1.65 metres. It
was designed to traverse through terrain and operate in
extremely harsh underground mining environments. Pairs of
Phoenix wheels mounted on rocker arms move
independently over rough surfaces. Vehicle skid-steering
(and hence, direction control) is achieved by differential
speed control of the left and right wheel sets. This
configuration serves to keep all wheels on the ground while
the vehicle is traversing rough terrain. The vehicle is
designed so that it can propel itself across shallow water
obstacles and flooded roadways. The Phoenix can be
controlled in two different ways: autonomously by the onboard computer system, or by a wireless remote control.
From a safety perspective, the Phoenix also has installed
collision sensors, emergency shut-off buttons and warning
lights. Additionally, multiple sensors are installed on the
platform including differential GPS, Inertial Measurement
Unit (IMU), Doppler radar, laser rangefinders, the centrally
mounted Ladybug3® 360o spherical digital video camera to
provide panoramic vision and other equipment.
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Fig. (3). An off-site operator using the dome display.
Fig. (1). The Phoenix unmanned ground vehicle.

Communication and Control

For the experiment, a secondary channel was added to
the Phoenix that allowed the off-site and on-site operators
involved in the trial to share control over separate, wireless
controllers. The on-site operator also had access to a wireless
headset to provide two-way audio communications.

For the experiment, the Phoenix used a wireless N
receiver to link to an access point situated on-site. The
wireless access point was then routed to the VMC over an
internal gigabit network. The dual-band wireless link had an
ideal maximum throughput of 300Mbps, however
measurements on the day averaged 100Mbps with short
periods dropping to under 5Mbps. The line-of-sight range
was limited to around 50 metres, which was sufficient for the
experiment.

Off-Site Location
The off-site component was conducted in the Virtual
Mining Centre laboratory (VMC). The VMC is set up to
allow experiments with various visual, aural, control and
haptic devices with a focus on applications in the resources
sector. For the current experiments, the VMC was set up to
compare flat screen and panoramic display conditions:
•

The LCD condition is shown in Fig. (2) with the offsite operator seated at a standard computer desk using
a 30” flat LCD display providing an 80-degree
viewing angle.

In addition to the one-way video transmitted to the VMC
(using a custom TCP protocol), the network link also carried
an audio signal from an external microphone mounted on the
Phoenix and voice-over-ip (VOIP) between the operators.
The network link also relayed signals from the off-site
operator in the VMC to control both the movement of the
Phoenix and the virtual point-of-view from the Ladybug
camera.

•

The Dome condition is shown in Fig. (3) with the offsite operator seated at the focus of a four-metre dome
using a rear-projection system, providing a
panoramic,180-degree viewing angle.

The on-site operator also carried a wireless gamepad that
could control the motors on the Phoenix. Control signals
from the off-site and on-site operators were mixed together
allowing cooperative (or contentious) control of the Phoenix.
After capture and compression, video was transmitted at
up to 12 frames per second (the Ladybug camera is limited
to a maximum of 15fps). Filtering on the control signals also
introduced up to 300ms latency to prevent damage to the
Phoenix motors from rapid direction changes.
Task
A task was designed to force both operators to
collaborate to complete successfully. In this experiment the
task involved moving the Phoenix through a maze that
required knowledge from both operators to navigate
successfully.

Fig. (2). An off-site operator using the LCD screen display.

Both conditions displayed a HD video signal to the user
at a resolution of 1920x1080 pixels.

The maze consisted of a 3x3 matrix each cell measuring
5x5 meters. There were no walls but the boundary of each
cell was marked with lines painted on the ground. The lines
were positioned on the ground to make it harder for the offsite operator to see, necessitating feedback from the on-site
operator to prevent imagined ‘collisions’ with the walls. In a
further effort to encourage collaboration, the on-site operator
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was shown marks between each cell that the Phoenix was
required to pass between. These marks were also positioned
out of the off-site operator’s view, leaving it up to the on-site
operator to ensure that the Phoenix passed through without
any unplanned wall ‘collisions’. Fig. (4) shows the Phoenix
and an on-site operator negotiating the maze.
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operators were given separate sheets of permitted symbols.
In order to pass any gate, both operators had to find a
matching symbol on their respective sheets. Fig. (5) shows
the overall layout of the maze and Fig. (6) shows an example
of on-site and off-site operators picking matching symbols to
pass a gate.
The Chinese character set was chosen for the symbols.
Our participants were not familiar with Chinese characters;
this made a verbal description of the symbols difficult and
encouraged the participants to rely on the remote visual
(video) component of the collaborative environment for the
purpose of comparing the 2 types of screens. The sheer
number of characters helped prevent memory retention for a
particular participant between conditions.

Fig. (4). An on-site operator, in the maze, with the Phoenix.

At the boundary of each cell, a sign with 6 unfamiliar
symbols acted as a gate that blocked the way forward. At the
start of each pass through the maze, on-site and off-site

Fig. (5). On-site maze showing pre-determined path.

Each path was pre-determined and took operators into
four cells before exiting the maze. Either operator could take
control the Phoenix at any time and this was left to the
operators to negotiate who had control at a given time.
Operators could communicate freely with each other during
the task but were discouraged from showing each other their
sheets, interfering with the maze (eg moving signs to better
viewing conditions remotely) or looking ahead at other cells.
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Fig. (6). a) On-site operator; b) Off-site operator with dome display; c) Off-site operator with LCD.

The task could be reset quickly and repeated with a
different path by using a different set of sheets provided to
the operators. The same paths were used in the same order
for each pair of participants for task execution comparison.
Measures
Kaber and Ma in [21] review measures of presence,
splitting between subjective (survey-based) and objective
(quantitative) measures. Reference is also given to the
differences in system, task and environmental factors that
make it difficult to assign a single index across different
experiences of presence [22]. This difficulty is not a factor in
our experiment as it aims for a repeatable experience across
different immersion conditions.
Several objective and subjective measures were used to
collect data from participants after each trial in our
experiment. Physiological measures such as heart rate and
skin conductance were also considered but have not been
shown to be broadly applicable across cognitive measures to
date [23].
Lee et al. [8] and Payne et al. [24] use survey and route
knowledge as objective measures of spatial awareness,
which in itself is a measure of presence. After each trial in
our study, participants were given a survey knowledge test
by asking them to identify symbols that marked the correct
path. This was followed by a route knowledge test that asked
participants to mark down the correct path taken on a map of
the maze. The objective measures also included recording
overall time to complete the course.
The subjective measures included a general questionnaire
shown in Fig. (11), which asked questions on satisfaction

and comfort drawn from [25]. This covered the participants’
comfort, satisfaction, awareness, system usability and sense
of control. Participants were also asked to complete the
NASA Task Index [26], which is a widely accepted measure
of cognitive load, and a system usability questionnaire [27].
Both on-site and off-site trials were also videotaped for
later review.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
Ten people participated in the experiment, and were split
into five teams. Technical backgrounds and gender biases
were not investigated in this experiment and so the
participants were drawn randomly from a mix of
backgrounds and gender. For this smaller scale trial,
participants were sourced from CSIRO and all gave their
verbal consent to join in the exercises. In addition to the
participants, there were two experimentalists on-site
(supervisor and video recorder) and two off-site (supervisor
and survey taker).
Each team performed four runs through the maze. One
such run is shown in Fig. (4). Each person took the part of
being the off-site operator using LCD and dome displays in
separate runs. The order of which display was used first was
counterbalanced across the teams in order to reduce bias.
Operators were given a route and symbol memory test at the
end of each run, before resetting the experiment for the next
one. At the end of all four runs, both members of the team
were interviewed and given the survey forms to complete.
There was approximately a half-day of set up to prepare
the maze and a half-day at the end to close it down. Preexisting software and hardware from the VMC lab was
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utilised where possible and some development time was
spent adding a shared remote control and an audio link.
Another half-day was spent manufacturing the necessary
signs, instructions and surveys but this work can be re-used
in follow-up experiments.
RESULTS
The experiment took three days to complete. This does not
include an additional day to set up and shut down nor does it
include a day in the middle lost through inclement weather.
The setup for the experiment generally performed well
but there were some problems. Networking infrastructure
issues caused a delayed start on the first morning. There
were also wireless dropouts that slowed the video frame-rate
on occasion, forcing a system resets in between trials.
Heavy use of the Phoenix on the first day ran the battery
charge down to a point meaning we had to abandon one of
the runs for the last team on that day. We also rejected one of
the runs as, after examining the videos, we realised one
onsite operator was looking ahead to match symbols in other
cells while the offsite operator was occupied with the signs
in the current cell.
Results were calculated for each experimental condition,
comparing mean scores for the LCD and Dome conditions,
and offsite and onsite conditions for each objective and
subjective test. The results were then analysed by way of a
two-way analysis of variance score (ANOVA) for all
conditions other than the time to complete each trial, which
was analysed using a one-way ANOVA.
A summary of results (mean for each Dome/LCD Screen
and Off-site/On-site condition and the significance scores for
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that result) is tabled in Fig. (7). Graphs are shown for the
Symbol Memory test in Fig. (8), Path Memory test in Fig.
(9), Task Completion Times in Fig. (10), General
Questionnaire (see Fig. 11) ratings in Fig. (12), the NASA
Task Index in Fig. (13), and the System Usability Question
in Fig. (14).
Results were considered statistically significant where P
< 0.05, that is, the probability that the differences in the
means could have occurred by chance was less than 1 in 20.
For the Symbol Memory Test, the mean score was
slightly higher for participants using the LCD screen (3.33
out of 4) than the dome screen (3.25 out of 4), P = 0.763,
however for the Path Memory Test, the mean score was
higher for participants using the dome (3.93 out of 4) than
the LCD screen (3.73 out of 4), P = 0.703.
For the scale given as part of General Questionnaire,
questions were answered on a 1 to 7 scale (strongly disagree
to strongly agree). For the co-presence measure, “I felt that
my partner and I were at the same location”, the mean score
was higher for participants using the LCD screen (4.70,
agree) than the Dome (4.44, neutral), P = 0.340.
The participants were also given the opportunity to
provide written feedback about their experience with the
system, and several similar comments arose.
•

6 of the 10 participants commented that there was a
problem with the image clarity with the dome.

•

5 of the 10 participants suggested that a persistent
camera pan would have been preferable to a camera pan
that defaulted back to origin upon joystick release.

•

2 participants commented that there was a problem

Measure

Dome
()

LCD Screen
()

Screen
(P)

Off-site
()

On-site
()

Location
(P)

Symbol Memory Test

3.25

3.33

.763

3.46

3.13

.232

Path Memory Test

3.93

3.73

.703

3.59

3.95

.112

Time to Complete

12:54 min

15:30 min

.320

n/a

n/a

n/a

I felt the system is easy to learn

5.56 (A)

5.11

5.89

(A)

(A)

4.83

5.78

(A)

(A)

4.11

4.11

(N)

(N)

4.67

4.56

(A)

(A)

4.94

5.17

(A)

(A)

5.39

5.50

(A)

(A)

5.45
(A)

.708

.015

5.37

5.25

(A)

(A)

3.88

4.3

(N)

(N)

4.44

4.75

(N)

(A)

5.00

5.10

(A)

(A)

5.44

5.45

(A)

(A)

NASA Task Index

52.88

48.00

.331

45.78

54.56

.071

System Usability Scale

72.33

75.13

.344

72.35

75.42

.304

I felt the system is easy to use
I am satisfied with my task performance
I felt that my partner and I were at the same location
I am satisfied with the interaction with my partner
I felt that the process of communication between partner and me is smooth

Fig. (7). The means and probabilities for each measure for the Screen and Location conditions.

.717
.396
.340
.784
.965

.011
.960
.729
.539
.694
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with image clarity with the LCD screen.
•

2 of the participants that commented on the poor
image clarity of the dome suggesting that the image
was clearer on the LCD screen.

•

1 participant commented that the contrast on the LCD
screen was better but that the LCD did not give as
wide a view of the surroundings as the dome.

•

2 participants commented that a miniature map on the
screen for the off-site operator would have been
useful to help understand where the Phoenix was in
relation to the maze,

•

2 participants commented that a camera zoom
function for the offsite operator would have been
useful.
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technology shows a greater correspondence between the
image displayed and its source direction, giving the user a
greater perception of direction in general, compulsory for
spatial awareness. Spatial awareness and the subjective
experience of physical presence in the remote location are
important factors in tele-operation, tele-assistance and telecollaboration applications in mining scenarios. In future
work, we would like to further investigate the relation
between spatial awareness and physical presence.

Fig. (9). Path Memory Test scores for each Screen (P = 0.703) and
Location (P = 0.112) condition.

Fig. (8). Symbol Memory Test scores for each Screen (P = 0.763)
and Location (P = 0.232) condition.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The results for the Path Memory test showed better path
recognition for the dome condition than the LCD screen
condition. While this score was not significant, likely due to
the low range of possible test scores (0, 1, 2, 3, 4), it suggests
that spatial awareness may have been greater using the dome
to interact with the collaborative environment than the flat
LCD screen, as per our hypothesis. This was also a comment
made by one participant in the written feedback. Greater
spatial awareness was expected with the dome because the

Fig. (10). Task Completion times for each Screen condition (P =
0.320).

The results for the Symbol Memory test showed better
symbol recognition for the flat LCD screen condition than

Design and evaluation of user interfaces for remote collaborative augmented reality
Indicate your preferred answer by (marking an "X" in the appropriate box of the seven-point scale. Please consider the entire scale when making your
responses.
Strongly disagree
Question
1

I felt the system is easy to learn

2

I felt the system is easy to use

3

I am satisfied with my task performance

4

I felt that my partner and I were at the same location

5

I am satisfied with the interaction with my partner

6

I felt that the process of communication between
partner and me is smooth

1

2

Strongly agree
3

4

5

6

7

Fig. (11). The rating scale given in the General Questionnaire that was given to participants for each experimental condition; only the results
for the Location (Offsite/Onsite) condition for Question 1 and 2 were found to be statistically significant (P = 0.015).
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the dome condition. This score was not significant, possibly
due to a low range of possible test scores (0, 1, 2, 3, 4) and
conflicts with the proposed hypothesis, that symbol memory
would be better for the dome condition than for the LCD
condition. Good symbol recognition would be desirable, as
better symbol recognition would indicate a more precise
visual perception. One likely explanation of our results is the
image quality issue experienced by our participants in the
dome condition the symbol appeared clearer on the LCD
screen than the dome, as indicated by participant feedback.
As the participants could not view the symbol as clearly, it
was harder to recognise when printed clearly on the memory
test. This suggests that symbol recognition can be increased
when improving the image quality of the dome.

James et al.

The greater path memory but decreased symbol memory
using the dome may be an indicator that the dome acts more
as an awareness system than an immersive system in this
application.
The dome condition was rated as easier to use and learn
by participants than the flat LCD screen condition. These
results were not significant, however it may indicate an
advantage to using a dome-based display for telecollaborative systems.
The dome condition scored lower than the flat LCD
screen condition in the co-presence measure. While this
result was not statistically significant it suggests that the
dome did not increase the subjective experience of copresence when compared to the LCD screen, contrary to our
hypothesis. One possible explanation for such results is that
the greater screen clarity of the LCD screen enhanced the
off-site participant’s view of their partner, and hence their
feeling of being in the same room, or co-present.
Due to the expected correlation between high visual
perception, recognition and the subjective experience of
physical presence, Symbol and Path Memory tests seem to
be promising measures of physical presence in telecollaborative environments. They are also useful measures of
the accuracy involved with each technology; safety being a
primary focus of the mining industry, high levels of accuracy
are essential.

Fig. (12). General Questionnaire ratings for each experimental
condition.

Fig. (13). Measures of cognitive load using the NASA Task Index
for each Screen (P = 0.331) and Location (P = 0.071) condition.

When analysing the objective test scores, it was found
that many of the results did not display a high level of
significance. As noted in the introduction, the number of
participants was kept low for this trial and it is expected that
the significance of results will increase with more
participants. There are also changes to the experimental
procedure that can increase significance. Of particular note is
that the path matching tests showed the least significance,
suggesting that the paths were too short. This decision was
made to limit the maze to a 3x3 matrix to keep set up time
low. However this meant the variation of results suffered
from only having four steps to score out of. Allowing the
path to cross over cells that have been previously visited can
increase the number of steps. This can be achieved by giving
the operators a sequence of sheets, one for each cell they
have to navigate (plus a few more so they don’t know when
the maze exit is coming up). This also has the added benefit
of increasing the variation of the memory test.
Adding variation of path lengths would also increase
significance of results. Each display condition will need an
equal number of matching path lengths in order to avoid
bias. Paths should also be started from the centre of the maze
to maximise the number of possible starting options.
In spite of the low-significance of objective scores drawn
from the trial, there are several promising trends that can be
investigated in a larger scale experiment.

Fig. (14). Scores on the System Usability Scale for each Screen (P
= 0.344) and Location (P = 0.304) condition.

It appears that there is better symbol recognition off-site
than on-site. This seems counter-intuitive as it suggests that
one of the measures of presence, namely survey knowledge,
is improved in the more-limited remote experience. It is
more likely however that this resulted from a common
behaviour observed in the teams to send the on-site operator
around first to match symbols and only bring the off-site
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operator to examine potential candidates. In this way, the
off-site operator had less exposure to the wider variety of
symbols and could perhaps more easily remember the
symbols chosen in the follow-up test. Ensuring that there are
at least two matching signs for both on-site and off-site
operators can help offset this bias.
The results also suggested that task completion times
were quicker when teams used the flat screen display over
the panoramic one. This improvement is likely a result of
relative clarity between the smaller flat screen LCD and the
dome display. As suggested above, a zoom feature would
help the performance of both display systems and will likely
bring these results closer together.
On the whole, the experimental setup was relatively
quick to set up, conduct and dismantle. The low number of
participants in the trial produced measured results that are
not statistically significant. The trial did succeed in
identifying issues in the setup, showed where we can
increase significance independent of the number of
participants, and highlighted some promising trends that will
aid in design of a larger scale experiment.
There are several issues to resolve in the experimental
setup before scaling up to a more significant trial.
The first issue is to review and retest the wireless setup.
Previous tests in the location did not have any difficulties but
the increased length of the trial, local RF conditions inside
the Phoenix or external environmental RF conditions may
have contributed to problems on the day.
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different types of presence (physical presence and copresence), how these are related to the spatial awareness
experienced
for
Immersive
and
Non-Immersive
environments, and the degree to which the dome may
increase the level of Immersion relative to a standard LCD
flat screen. While presence has been the focus of this paper,
other important aspects of user’s performance and
experience could be investigated. Aspects such as safety,
collaboration and comfort, along with various miningspecific factors, could be investigated while exploring the
ideal tele-collaborative environment for the mining industry.
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